
REPORT 2022

Dear Friends ,

the year 2022 is coming to an end. Unfortunately, a lot of terrible things have happened in the world, but at least Covid19 has
weakened. For us personally it was a pretty good year with many interesting experiences.

On December 15, 2021, I had surgery on both of my hip joints, which were replaced at the Vincentius Clinic in CONSTANCE. I
spent Christmas in the clinic and shortly before New Year's I was admitted into the rehabilitation clinic in BAD SAULGAU for
four weeks. I was very satisfied with the surgery and the rehabilitation, although it was quite exhausting at times.

On January 15th, while in rehab, I received the shocking news of a massive volcanic eruption in TONGA with ash fall and a
devastating tsunami across the Pacific. Images of the smaller eruption the previous day, 01/14/22, filmed by eyewitnesses,
and satellite images of the severe eruption on 15 January 2022 and the tsunamis were broadcasted all around the world.

Image sequence from the GOES-17 satellite
shows  the  eruption  in  various  stages  from
04:10  to  05:20  UTC  on  January  15,
2022-"Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech."

More Links: Eruption of Hunga Tonga_2022

Youtube.Eruption Tonga

From all  over  the  world,  our  friends  asked
how we were doing, even strangers inquired and were concerned. RTL television called and asked me about Tonga, they even
wanted to do an interview with me.

The communication with Tonga had completely broken down due to the destruction of the underwater cable, for a long time
we could not find out how our friends in Tonga were doing and whether our house and boat were still there. We were able to
contact "our" Tongan family in NUKU'ALOFA relatively soon, nothing had happened to them apart from the ash rain. But it
wasn't until the end of February, after long weeks of worrying, that we received word that our property in VAVA'U  was
probably spared and the boat and house were still intact. Many thanks to everyone who showed sympathy. Until then, Tonga
had not had a Corona case because it had isolated itself completely. Now with all the foreign help, the virus came into the
island, fortunately many people had already been vaccinated by then. Nevertheless, tourists and sailors had to wait until the
beginning of October before they were allowed back into the country without too many restrictions.

I was released from rehab on January 24th and was able to walk well with my crutches. The constant
pain was finally gone.

At the end of February we visited the BLACK FOREST  as part  of a
multi-day bus trip that we had already "won" in 2020, but still had to
pay for. According to operator Aventia, the hotel was supposed to be
near Baden-Baden, but we were dropped off  in a small town behind
SCHRAMBERG in a third-rate hotel, almost a hundred kilometres from
Baden-Baden. We boycotted the expensive excursions and, thanks to
the special tourist card, travelled around the area for free by bus and
train. Among  other  things,  we  were  in  TRIBERG  and  visited  the
TRIBERG WATERFALLS. The path was very icy, we couldn't get all the
way to the top, but with Werner's help I could manage quite easy even
without crutches. But be warned about the tour operator AVENTIA!



At the beginning of March I  had to go to KONSTANZ  for  a  follow-up
examination. Since it was a beautiful day, we also drove to the old town
and strolled through the city all  the way to the port  and the IMPERIA
STATUE. Designed by Peter Lenk and erected in 1993, this 9 meter high
statue rotates continuously on its own axis. The courtesan is meant to be
a satirical reminder of the Council of Constance 1414-1418, and she is
holding  a  king  and  a  pope  in  her  hands. More  on  this  at  Wikipedia-
Imperia_(Statue). In the following text I will  link the respective places,
etc. to the Wikipedia article only with underlining.

Immediately
afterwards  we
assisted  to
drive  out  the
winter  with  a
huge  fire.
Werner  had
helped  as
member of the
Albverein

WURMLINGEN to set up the pile of wood and the witch on top.

In April we prepared for a longer tour with the VW
camper. Werner  resprayed  the  roof  and  bonnet  as
these had suffered badly. On the roof we put a 90
watt  solar  module,  which  can  be  connected  to  a
power  box  with  a  built-in  lithium  battery,  solar
regulator and current converter. We set up the van
again as a mobile home/camper,  and on April  30th
the big trip started.

Here are our routes:



From WURMLINGEN we went via CONSTANCE to SWITZERLAND and along the southern shore of LAKE CONSTANCE via
ROMANSHORN and RORSCHACH to LUSTENAU, where we crossed the border to AUSTRIA. There was still a lot of snow
next to the road on the ARLBERG PASS. Close to the artificial lake at the RESCHENPASS we crossed the border to ITALY.
The submerged church tower in LAKE RESCHEN rose out of the water much higher than usual. Near LAKE HAIDER we found
a quiet but cold spot in the forest to spend the night.

In MERAN it was slowly getting warmer and only the elephants wore a mask, but we had to climb up high again to cross over
the ROLLE PASS,

before entering the lowlands and exploring BASSANO DEL GRAPPA with its beautiful old wooden
bridge PONTE DEGLI ALPINI.



In VENEDIG we parked the VW on a campsite on the mainland and took the bus to the island, the CENTRO STORICO. On foot
we strolled through the back alleys of "La Serenissima", where there are still traditional gondola makers' workshops.

The first two days we had bright sunshine. Of course, we also visited ST. MARK'S SQUARE and inspected the DOGE'S PALACE,
where we retraced the last steps and views of the convicts over the BRIDGE OF SIGHS before they were locked in the narrow
dungeons.

With a multi-day combo ticket for the bus and vaporetto (public waterbus), we were able to easily explore the city and the
canals. We went along the GRAND CANAL, the RIALTO BRIDGE, past the old palazzi and the DOGE'S PALACE all the way to the
island of the glassmakers, MURANO.



Unfortunately, the weather became increasingly rainy, so that on the last day we only hopped from museum to museum by
vaporetto.

From Venice we drove south through a wide marsh landscape, to the left of the narrow road the sea and to the right extensive
lagoons where even flamingos cavorted.

We went through the PO VALLEY to RAVENNA, where we were able to park right in the city
on the Piazza della Resistenza on one of the so-called AREA SOSTA CAMPER. These  are
parking lots for mobile homes, which allow parking and overnight stays for free or for a small
fee, but you are not allowed to put out chairs or so. Here you can empty your toilet, drain
the black water and fill up with fresh water.

The stroll through town led us to the PIAZZA DEL POPOLO with the PALAZETTO VENEZIANO
from the 15th century.

Ravenna is famous for its buildings with wonderful mosaics. Among the most beautiful is the Basilica of SAN VITALE, built
around 537,

the MAUSOLEUM OF GALLA PLACIDIA,



and the BASILICA OF SANT' APOLLINARE NUOVO

After so much art and culture, we needed a swim in the still quite cool Adriatic Sea at LIDO DI DANTE. The beaches were
pleasantly empty, in the adjacent wetland swans were breeding or swimming through the reeds with their young. And in the
evening we had pizza.

RIMINI, known to most only as a beach town or "Teutonic grill", is a very old town. The Romans called it Arminium, the stone
TIBERIUS BRIDGE is still  intact today. The old town with the PIAZZA CAVOUR is also worth seeing. The camper place is
attached to the huge MARINA DI RIMINI, with beach access and all amenities.



The independent state of SAN MARINO, an enclave completely surrounded by
Italy, sits high on a mountain massif that rises from the plain. From the GUAITA
FORTRESS and the government palace PALAZZO PUBBLICO you have a great
view of the Adriatic Sea or far into the country.

From San Marino we made a long swing through the mountains, where there are lots of
small castles on prominent rocks. Back at the sea we visited the harbour master Pietro in PORTO SAN GIORGIO, who had
just received his appointment as the new Trans-Ocean port officer.

Then we drove back into the mountains, southwest all across the country to NAPLES, where we found a place just outside the
centre in the campground PARCO DEI CAMALDOLI. We explored the city with a 7-day ticket for bus, metro and funicular (cable
railway), which was available at the tobacco shops. First we went to the old town, with its narrow streets winding up the
slopes, crammed with groceries, souvenir shops and restaurants, that set up tables and chairs even on the steep slopes.



In between there are churches and monasteries,  such as the MONASTERO DI SANTA CHIARA, with  its cloister,  which is
completely decorated with majolica tiles. Frescoes adorn the walls and ceilings of the corridor.

Among other attractions, we visited the NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM and the CAPODIMONTE MUSEUM with its
famous collection of paintings, the huge GALLERIA UMBERTO shopping center and the defiant CASTEL NUOVO at the port.

A fellow camper took us to Pompeii in her VW van. For that I directed her through the crazy traffic of Naples, through the
narrow streets and over the city highways, past the volcano VESUVIUS to the once thriving city at its foot. In 79, the volcano
erupted, spewing ash, lava, and gases into the atmosphere for eighteen hours. Ash and pumice rained down on POMPEII and
surrounding towns, burying everything. Excavations began in 1738 and as early as the 19th century, cavities in the solidified
rock were filled with plaster, revealing humans and animals at the moment of their death. It's a very large area and the sun
was beating down, we wandered through the ruins and imagined what it looked like back then. In the early afternoon we took
the train, metro and bus back to the camping place.



We wanted to go back to the east coast,  but first  made a detour around the AMALFI PENINSULA,  where  the  narrow
mountain road winds high above the sea and offers spectacular views. It's almost impossible to stop and if a big bus comes
towards you, it gets very tight. With an overnight stop we drove through to the east coast where we found a spot on a nearly
empty beach.

It was the beginning of June, we explored the GARGANO NATIONAL PARK and visited old
acquaintances there. The beaches were slowly getting fuller, at the CALA DIE PERGOLA we
found a nice spot.

As we continued south, we made a detour inland to see the CASTEL DEL MONTE, a huge, octagonal building with an inner
courtyard built around 1240 by King Frederick II of Hohenstaufen.



The next destination was the port city of BARI with imposing
government  buildings,  a  large  harbour  and  a  winding  old
town.

About  50  kilometres  south-east  of  Bari  are  the  CASTELLANA CAVES,  a  long  cave  system,  the
highlight of it is a hall with snow-white stalactites. Unfortunately, photography is prohibited there.

We were in a region of Apulia where you can still find conical buildings
that were built in the old peasant way. These trulli are mostly round
and have a roof made of limestone slabs layered without mortar. In
ALBEROBELLO there are entire districts, including churches, built in
this way.

The nearby small, ancient towns of Locorotondo, Cisternino and Ostuni are perched on hills. Their
winding, narrow streets between the white-painted houses invite you to stroll, only there is a lack of
parking spaces due to the rush of tourists. In CISTERNINO we were finally able to find a parking
space and explore the old town.

Two more days relaxing at the sea, then it was time to go to
Brindisi  as  we  had  booked  the  car  ferry  from  Brindisi  to
Igoumenitsa in Greece.

BRINDISI  has a well-protected, branching harbour that penetrates deeply inland, protected by
several forts. Two arms of water reach around the old town. A white pillar rises at the end of the 540
km long Via Appia, which led from Rome to Brindisi in Roman times and which is still part of the
Italian highway network today. Not far from there is the 11th-century CATHEDRAL OF SAINT JOHN
THE BAPTIST.



On June 16, 2022, we drove to the top deck of the car ferry, where our van was one of the few small vehicles standing
between huge trucks. The ferry left promptly at 1 p.m. and went past the CASTELLO ALFONSINO DI BRINDISI onto the blue
sea in bright sunshine. Finally back on the water! The ferry sailed through the ADRIATIC SEA to near the coast of Albania and
then passed between the island of Corfu (Greece) and Albania. Be careful if your phone then automatically connects to the
telephone system of Albania (non-EU)! I only had three euros in credit, which were gone, others lost 50 euros and more.

. 

Ten hours later,  at  11pm Greek time, which is one hour
ahead of Italy, we rolled off the ferry in IGOUMENITSA,
GREECE, in the dark and stopped after a few kilometres on
a side road to spend the night.

The next day we went south on the coastal  road to a
beach near PREVEZA, then to the island of LEVKADA,
where  we  visited  the  local  Trans-Ocean  port  captain,
Steffi, in KONDARENA and later stayed overnight near
the  floating bridge on the beach at Levkada. The  day
after  we went  further  south on a  narrow coastal  road
running right along the sea.

Shortly before MYTIKAS we found the only spot on the side of the road, where we could
stop for the night. A tree gave some shade, the view was terrific and we could go down
some steps to the sea and have a swim. We just made ourselves comfortable, when loud
tinkling and shouting drew our attention to the street. A large herd of goats was driven
along the road by a shepherd on a motorbike. The shepherd sought shelter from the sun
in the shade next to the van. We gave him some water and ouzo. After a while all moved
on and disappeared. At least that's what we thought.

Werner
had cut onions and peppers and started to cook, when suddenly a large goat climbed into the back of
the van and ate the food off the cutting board. She could hardly be persuaded to go out again. The
shepherd came back several times looking for her, but she was always hiding somewhere. When we
finished eating, she got some leftovers, after that we thought she was gone for good.



But the next morning, just in time for breakfast, she was back.

Via MESSOLONGHI we continued to the southeast and crossed for 13.70 Euros over the spectacular RIO ANDIRRO BRIDGE
to the PELOPONNESE. Past PATRAS we drove to the west coast of the first finger.

Deep blue sea, delicious Greek food and lots of old forts, ancient sites, wild nature and beautiful campsites. At the beginning
we  were  still  a  bit  scared  of  the  Greek  police  because  officially  it  is  not  allowed  to  camp  free. But  if  you  behave
inconspicuously, then it is usually tolerated. Only once in a secluded spot, we had a table and chairs outside and the canopy
up, when a policeman came. He just politely asked us to put everything inside, then we were allowed to stay.

Of course, we couldn't miss ancient Olympia, just a few kilometres east of the coastal road. Werner had been to Greece more
than sixty years ago and had visited many of the ancient sites. Back then, some of them weren't even fenced off. Today
everywhere they charge high admission fees, but everything is perfectly organized and one or more museums onsite are
included. Visiting such tourist attractions, you mostly have to go to an (expensive) campsite nearby. We use this opportunity
also to empty the toilet and waste water, fill up with fresh water, take a shower and wash our hair and clothes.

OLYMPIA, the venue of the ancient Olympic Games, impressed us with the Philippeion, lots of pillars of old temples, the
original Olympia stadium from the 4th century BC and mosaic floors in the museum. Even today, the Olympic flame is lit there
every four years with a concave mirror.



If possible, we always search for a secluded campsite by the sea with some shade, but those are few and far between and
where it's beautiful, you're not alone. In ELIAH at least, we found the shade and the sea. It wasn't too crowded either, since
the access under the shady trees was not feasible for the large campers. On the beach were two public freshwater showers,
which you can often find in Greece. There was a good restaurant nearby and we made nice acquaintances with other campers.
The kilometre-long sandy beach was used by turtles to lay their eggs, in the morning you could see their "footprints" in the
sand. Every day some animal rights activists came, documented the nests and secured them with a small fence. We liked the
place so much, that we stayed four nights before heading to Pylos via KYPARISSIA.

In PYLOS we visited the town, the castle and the port. We saw some sailing ships with the Trans-Ocean flag, unfortunately
nobody was on board. So we moved on to METHONI, almost at the southern tip of the first finger. The Bay of Methoni is
framed by the large fortress, ruins of the old town, surrounded by defiant fortress walls and at the southern end a watchtower,
called Burtzi.

We rounded the first finger and headed north again on its east side, driving on some steep mountain roads. Again and again
we heard a slight scraping when braking. An internet search revealed that there is a VW workshop nearby in KALAMATA. The
next morning on the way to the workshop the noise was gone, but we went there anyway and our suspicions were confirmed.
The VW employees were very friendly, all spoke good English and everything made a neat, clean impression, just original VW.
We negotiated with a foreman, who explained to us, that the two front disc brakes needed to be completely replaced. We
braced ourselves for a high bill, then the estimate was 330 euros. Since I must have looked very incredulous, it was reduced
by another 10 percent. After an hour everything was done, the mechanic even oiled our door hinges and checked everything
before he swept the workshop spotless again. 300 euros changed hands and we were able to head out into the mountains with
new brakes and without any worries.



The next destination was ancient MESSENE with its 9 km long city wall, parts of which are still rising up in the mountains. The
remains of the former city, such as the stadium, the mausoleum and the Ekklesiasterion, are widely scattered in the valley.

After that we went back towards Kalamata, which we bypassed this time and turned onto the second finger. This area is called
MANI. It was very difficult to find a place to stay in the dense development close to Kalamata. In the small harbour of
KARDAMULE we could park for the night. The Mani is still relatively impassable today, narrow roads run close to the coast
along the up to 2400 meter high TAYGETOS MOUNTAINS, the main town is Aeropoli.

In former times the population there was at odds with each other, hard customs prevailed. For protection, people built high
square residential towers from which they shot at each other. Some villages still have these old towers, but most, so it seemed
to us, are at least well restored or newly built, being such a tourist attraction. In AEROPOLI we were allowed to visit an
orthodox church and the pope chatted with us in English.

These two pictures are from another church along the way.

Old residential tower in Aeropoli and settlement with old and new
towers.



Shortly past Aeropoli lays the stalactite cave at PYRGOS DIROU,  also called
Glyfada, which can be explored by taking a boat trip. In  the  same bay,  but
accessible  via  a  different  road,  there  is  a  beach called  DINOSAUR EGG BAY
because of its  large, white stones. The beach is  very  popular  with  campers,
although  the  police  are  said  to  come  and  chase  you  away  and  sometimes
demand fines. Nevertheless, the camper vans stand in a long row, small trees
donate a little shade. It is difficult to get into the water over the large, smooth
stones, especially when there is a lot of swell. In some places there are exposed
passages in the water and we have also made sure, that we removed obstructive
stones. It was just beautiful there, which probably the cows that kept coming

through, thought too. The police occasionally drove their cars past the campers, but nothing happened. After the spectacular
sunsets, the jackals howled in the mountains. After a few days we really had to tear ourselves away. We took a half hour
underground boat ride in the cave and explored it on foot.

We drove almost to the southern tip of the Mani, which is the southernmost mainland point in Europe after Tarifa in southern
Spain, before turning east and then north again. On the east coast, the narrow, winding road runs close to the sea. The
journey continued to the next finger, where we had other campsite recommendations from a VW van owner, who we had
become friends with in Eliah. First, The "Bozo" Agathoklis. A seaside restaurant that provides a large, partly tree-lined area for
free camping, including toilet and waste water disposal. For that you are expected to eat at least once in the restaurant.
During the day two cats visited us, in the evening a shy jackal came, which was often chased away by the cats. The beach
consisted of coarse gravel.

Quite different was the next place at BIGLAPHIA in the far south-west of the finger.
Finest sandy beach and inland a  salt  pan where you could park. Since  the  sun  was
beating down mercilessly from the sky, we retreated to a side path where an old tree was
still providing some shade. It was here that the nice policeman came and only warned us
(see above).



On the east coast of this third finger is a small rocky island connected to the mainland
by a causeway. On it perches the town MONEMVASIA, which cannot be seen directly
from land. Built  in  583,  the  fortress  was a  protection against  Slavic  attacks  in  the
Byzantine  Empire  and  important  for  securing  the  sea  route  from Constantinople  to
Venice. The fortress, which is no longer inhabited today, is located on the 184 meter
high rock, the houses below are crowded within the city wall. Today, a shuttle bus takes
visitors over the long causeway to the entrance in the wall. In the narrow main street,
tourists crowd in countless boutique shops, bars and restaurants, but if you walk a little
up or down the hill, you can escape the masses. A narrow, steep path leads up to the
upper town and the ruins, but that was too strenuous for us in the heat.

The next major destination was the ancient city of MYCENAE, inland north of Argos, perched high on a hill.The main entrance
to the citadel is the LION GATE, named after the two lion reliefs above the entrance in the Cyclopean ring wall. Many richly
decorated shaft graves were found in the large grave circles with steles. The first GRAVE CIRCLE A was discovered by Heinrich
Schliemann, who led excavations there in 1876 and 1885. The extensive citadel complex stretches over the top of the 274m
high hill (above sea level).

Nearby are BEEHIVE TOMBS, also called tholos tombs, which were built by piling up blocks of stone weighing up to 12 tons.



Southeast of Mycenae lays another jewel of Greece, the most important ancient place of worship for the healer gods Asclepius
and Apollo,  EPIDAUROS. The most significant and impressive building there is  the THEATRE, built around 330 BC. The
grandstand offers space for 14,000 spectators and the acoustics are so excellent that you can hear every word from the stage
below, even at the top. Performances still take place there today. The ruins of the sanatorium with temples, guest houses,
stadium, etc. are close by.

On the last finger of the Peloponnese we only made a detour from NAFPLIO to KRANIDI and north
again to Epidaurus.

From there it was only a stone's throw to the CORINTH CANAL, which separates the Peloponnese
from the mainland.

37 years ago I passed through the canal on a sailboat during a boat delivery. Now we watched the
boats from above.

After a restless night in a very full campsite by the sea, we reached ATHENS on July 24th, and found a shady spot just
outside the inner city in the ATHENS campsite. We bought a five-day ticket for bus and metro. The very next day we went into
the city and to the NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, where we admired, among many other things, the "Rider from
Cape Artemision", the gold masks found by H. Schliemann in Mycenae and other valuable gold work, as well as countless
other statues, reliefs, vessels, etc.

The day after we strolled around the port of PIRAEUS and on July 27th we went to the ACROPOLIS. The ascent to the castle
past the huge theater was easier than expected but the crowds were very large. And then, after 63 and 37 years respectively,
Werner and I stood again in front of the ruins of the PARTHENON TEMPLE. A fresh wind was blowing and the view from the top
over the city with its many ancient sites was terrific.



In the NEW ACROPOLIS MUSEUM at the foot of the hill we saw many interesting exhibits, including
the original caryatids, the female figures of the ERECHTHEION TEMPLE. And large halls full of figures
and reliefs that used to adorn the Parthenon.

On the last day in Athens we explored the Plaka, the old town,
which spreads out  at  the  foot  of  the  Acropolis  hill. Narrow
streets  lead to squares with  ancient columns and buildings,
here the "TOWER OF THE WINDS".



From Athens we headed north-west to DELPHI. We found a
great space nearby at the campsite DELPHI. The view over the valley and the olive plantations was terrific. A large swimming
pool and a good restaurant complemented the place. In addition, the owners sell an excellent, multi-award-winning olive oil
called "a sea of olive trees".

On the morning of July 30th, a shuttle bus brought us right to the entrance of the ancient city of DELPHI. The ruins of the
city, known for its ORACLE, rise up a steep mountainside with treasury houses, temples, walls, columns and a stadium at the
top.

The museum houses many artefacts, including the "SPHINX OF NAXOS"
and the "CHARIOTEER", which is one of only seven surviving Greek bronze
statues. One of the others is the "Horseman of Cape Artemison" in the
National Archaeological Museum of Athens (see above).

In the evening we celebrated Werner's birthday with a nice meal in the restaurant and a bottle of sparkling wine with a view.



We continued north with a few stops, past the THERMOPYLAE, a narrow plain between the KALLIDROMOS MOUNTAINS and
the sea, which was repeatedly the scene of battles. Today the coast is much further away due to silting up and the road has
room to fork in three directions. We chose the middle route to the northwest, which took us to KALAMBAKA and KASTRAKI.
Here high sandstone pillars and boulders rise from the ground, on some of their tops "float" 24 monasteries and hermitages.
At least that's what the word METEORA means - floating in the air. Six of these monasteries are still inhabited today and can
be visited. The campsite "THE CAVE" is located directly at the foot of the rocks, even from the pool you can already see
buildings above. A large shuttle bus collects the visitors in town and links the monasteries according to a schedule. We first
drove to the largest monastery, METEORA MEGALO. All monasteries can be reached via steep stairways, in the past the monks
had to use rope ladders or sit in a net that was winched up by hand. Today you have to climb 143 steps before you stand at
the entrance and cash-point. There you are subjected to a strict dress control, long trousers for men and long skirts and
shoulder coverings for women. I had my long pareo (wrap) with me, other women were forced to buy wraps or were turned
away. The view from the top is simply indescribable. In the far distance you can see the mountains, just in front stretches the
plain with the village including the campsite. From there the rocks with or without buildings rise all around. After a tour of the
monastery and the steep descent, we walked along the road to the next monastery, VARLAAM, where there were even more
steps, first down, then zigzagging up the rock. In the afternoon we could take the bus back to the campsite.

Our time in Greece was almost over, via Ioannina we drove to the Albanian border on August 5th.



The Greek-Albanian border lays isolated in the mountains, the next larger town is far away.
The customs formalities took a while as ALBANIA is not part of the EU. There is also no
telephone roaming. You can buy different SIM cards right at the border. I opted for a cheap
tourist card for three weeks. Then we looked for an ATM to get Albanian Leke, but there
were only exchange offices at the border that exchanged cash for an expensive rate. We
had to drive down a narrow, busy mountain road to the sea to get to SARANDE. The
traffic there was unbelievable, although we were already used to a lot of hazardous driving
from the Italians and Greeks. At walking pace we drove through the narrow streets of
Sarande, which were even more clogged with cars parking in the second row. We found
two ATMs, but thought stopping was impossible. Finally at the third machine Werner was
able to stop the van so that I could jump out. He was sweating blood and water in a very

tight spot, while I wrestled with a money machine whose touch screen was broken. Luckily there was a fourth machine nearby,
which then released some Albanian money. Werner wasn't happy about the long waiting time as an obstacle, but apparently
that's quite normal for Albanians. We were very relieved when we finally got out of town safely and started looking for a place
to stay on the beach. Big mistake! At the beginning of August everyone was at the beaches. After a long search we found a
place near a restaurant by the sea, where we stopped in the midst of many cars, annoyed and tired. The food was so-so, the
waiters not very friendly, but at least we could swim in the sea and shower with fresh water. After a night's sleep, the world
looked better again. The route north took us inland on the winding SH8 and over the LLOGARA PASS, with its sharp, narrow,
often unsecured turns. More than once I only looked into emptiness from the passenger seat, but the view was fantastic. The
top of the pass is 1027 meters above the sea, which can be seen far below. For the night we found a lonely place in the forest
just past the pass. In Albania, free standing with the camper is allowed with a few exceptions.

The next day we looked at a few more places by the sea, all of which were either overcrowded or terrible. But the camping
apps had listed another place, which could only be reached via a bad, unpaved road. To go to it, we had to drive through the
middle of the city of VLORA. Chaotic traffic, roundabouts that everyone just entered, the strongest had the way of right, or
the one with the strongest of nerves. Werner tried to make his way through, I helped with waving my hand at the passenger
window. It was like in Indonesia, just go with the flow, it will be fine. Even so, the wide palm-lined boulevard along the sea
was almost a recreation. The beaches on the left were crowded with sun loungers, parasols, bars and people. The same
picture further out of town, cars and persons everywhere. But the closer we got to the small headland, the less traffic there
was, especially when the road turned into gravel. Sand dunes to the left of us, to the right a wide marsh landscape with
waterfowl. The path got worse, but it wasn't possible to turn around anyway, so we pressed on until we came to a meadow
where some campers were already standing. So much for loneliness. Some cars had even ventured onto the sandy beach all
around the bay. Just as we arrived, a camper drove off and we quickly got in line. Not a shade tree far and wide, and the wind
was blowing strongly into the bay, the light canopy could not be put up. But the place at ZVERNEC BEACH was nice and in
the days that followed we got lots of Swabian and Bavarian neighbours with mostly smaller mobile homes. It's not easy to get
into conversation with the owners of the big "Tupperware" motorhomes, as some say, but the mostly younger campers with
small VW vans and the like form their own community. We made good contact with many and still write to each other today,
exceptions prove the rule. Here we liked it better every day. In the evening, first goats and cows came, followed by bridal
couples with all their staffage, which photographed and filmed the couples even with drones.



Shortly before leaving we discovered a screw in one of our tires. We were afraid of getting a flat tire while on the narrow
gravel road, but everything went well all the way to the repair shop. There we were greeted with a glass of red wine and
grapes. The guys had the tire fixed and back on in no time, for only 5 euros. We also received 2 kilos of grapes as a gift.

After another failed attempt to get to the sea near SPILLE, we turned east and went inland. ELBASAN and LIBRAZHD were
the next stops, then we mastered many kilometres of gravel road north into the mountains. We stopped at a trout farm and
wanted to ask if we could buy some trout there. At the entrance we met an Albanian couple who live in Germany. They asked
if they could help us and we explained what we wanted. The man translated for us, asked us how many fish we wanted and
pulled out his wallet. We protested vehemently, but he could not be dissuaded from paying the 8 euros. They even wanted to
invite us for drinks, but we still had a long way to go and could only thank them very much. The Albanians we met were all
very cordial and friendly.

In the late afternoon we had more than 50 km of gravel road behind us, on the way we also saw some bunkers, which are still
heaps in Albania. We found a place to stand by the river, a white cat kept us company.



We continued north on narrow roads via PESHKOPIA to KUKES, which has a beautiful
cemetery,  then northwest  via  BAJRAM CURRI  into the  VALBONA VALLEY. There  we
found a beautiful lonely place in the forest by a little stream. We stayed there for a few
days, even with the weather deteriorating and heavy rain falling.

On August 23rd we had booked a place on the ferry that runs from FIERZA through the KOMAN RESERVOIR to the dam. What
a fantastic ride! Luckily the good weather lasted until we were back on land.

Just as we were travelling on a very bad and narrow road
away from the dam along the DRINA RIVER,  a  heavy
downpour made us nearly stop. Luckily we soon found a
free place to stay at LEDIS PLACE. Gladly we took our
dinner  there  in  the  restaurant  and  enjoyed  the  great
view.

Our last stop in Albania was the city of SHKODRA, where
we strolled past the EBU BEKR MOSQUE through the alleys and bazaars. The MOTHER TERESA MONUMENT stands next to an
interesting solar panel system.



After turning our last Albanian leke into gasoline, we crossed the border into Montenegro on August 26th.

MONTENEGRO is part of the EU and uses the euro as its currency.

First we visited the old town of BUDVA, which was severely damaged by an earthquake in 1979 and
is now painstakingly restored.

We then followed the road inland, which meanders around a winding bay that reaches deep into the country. At the south-
eastern end of the largest bay of the Adriatic Sea, also called Boka, lays KOTOR, which was also badly hit by the quake. The
city's fortifications extend to the summit of the mountain behind, a massive city wall surrounds the city with its narrow
streets, steep stairs and beautiful churches and squares.

We continued around the bay counter-clockwise and from there it was only a short hop to Croatia, where we arrived on August
29th.

Although CROATIA belongs to the EU, it still had its own currency at the
time, the euro will be introduced at January 1st, 2023.

We could pay in the local currency, the kuna, as well as in euros.

Free overnight stays are not permitted in Croatia, you always have to go to
one  of  the  campsites,  which  are  quite  expensive  and  fully  packed  in
summer anyway.



On the second day we took a public bus from Camping KATE to DUBROVNIK. The old town is car-free and can only be
reached through one of the fortified entrances. The mighty city wall, which encloses the whole city, and many buildings are
very well preserved.

The Market Square, the Rector's Palace with inner courtyard, the stairways, many places seemed familiar to me.

They were all filming locations of the "Game of Thrones" series, as was the ARBORETUM up the coast.

North of Dubrovnic, a new bridge now shortens the road where previously you had to follow a sea arm reaching far inland. A
real relief, however, is the next new bridge, which only opened in June 2022. Before, you had to cross the EU's external border
to Bosnia-Herzegovina and back into Croatia for a few kilometres, which could sometimes take hours. Today, coming from the
south,  turn  left  before  the  border  onto  the  PELJEŠAC peninsula,  drive  past  Ston  with  the  salt  pans  and  the  mighty
fortifications on well-developed roads across the island, and then over the PELJEŠAC BRIDGE back to the Croatian mainland.

We followed the coastal road past Split and Trogir to the LABADUSA campsite on the island of ČIOVO. From the jetty at Trogir
we took the passenger ferry to SPLIT, the largest city in southern Croatia. Through subterranean vaults, where "Game of
Thrones"  (GoT)  was also filmed,  we went up  to the  PERISTYLE OF  DIOCLETIAN'S PALACE and the  CATHEDRAL  OF  ST.
DOMINUS with its campanile, where we ascended all the way to the top. Later we were wandering through the alleys of the
old town.



After  returning by  boat  we went  for  a  stroll  through the  Romanesque old  town of  TROGIR  with  its  cathedral  and  the
FORTRESS OF KAMERLENGO. Movies were also shot here, GoT, but also Winnetou 3 and others.

The landscape of Croatia is mostly dry and rocky, but very beautiful. Around 50 years ago, the Karl May films like Winnetou
were shot all over the former Yugoslavia, these stories are all set among the Native Americans in North America.

On September 6th we crossed the border into SLOVENIA, which is an EU
country with Euro currency.

Werner found "his" tank, which he had driven during his basic military service,  in a
military museum that offered free overnight parking and admission.

Very close by are the POSTOJNA CAVES, or POSTOJNSKA JAMA. They are the second
largest stalactite caves in the world open to tourists and are really worth seeing. Five
kilometres of the 24 kilometres of cave system can be visited, the first three and a half
kilometres by train. In  a  darkened aquarium we could see some of  their  "dragons",
endemic blind olms, the second picture is from an information film.



Just a few minutes from the cave lays the PREDJAMA CASTLE. The cave in an inaccessible rock face was already inhabited in
the Palaeolithic Age. In the 12th century a castle was built there, which reaches deep into the lower cave system and has a
(secret) exit through the mountain. According to legend, the robber baron knight Erasmus von Luegg, was able to withstand a
siege for more than a year. Thanks to supplies via the secret passage, he threw beef and fresh cherries at the besiegers. Only
through the betrayal of a servant could the knight be killed, while using the outside lavatory, by stone bullets fired from a
cannon.

While we visited the cave castle, the rain was pouring down and the weather just didn't want to improve later. So we headed
north, drove over the PRAMOLLO PASS to AUSTRIA, there we had a sunny day near LEIFLING. After a detour via the
AHRNTAL into ITALY, we went past BRUNECK again and over the narrow, cloud-covered STALLER SADDLE, where only
one lane traffic is allowed, back into AUSTRIA.



Then we passed through the FELBERNTAUERN TUNNEL to TRAUNSTEIN  in GERMANY,
where we visited friends who gave us a warm welcome and showed us Traunstein. Many
thanks!

On September 15th we returned safely to WURMLINGEN.

10 countries, almost 8000 kilometres and around 80 campsites in four and a half months. A great trip with many beautiful
experiences. The episodes described above are only a fraction of what we experienced, we hope you enjoyed it anyway.

At  the  beginning  of  December,  the  first  snow fell,  which  unfortunately  didn't  last  until
Christmas. On the other hand, we are happy when it is "warm" and the heating can be
turned down.

Next year we can finally go back to Tonga. In April we will first go to New Zealand and then
to our property ANALULU on Fofoa, Vava'u for six months.

Unfortunately, we had a bad cold during the weeks of Christmas and New Year. Werner even
got pneumonia and had to be admitted to hospital for 5 days. That's why the greetings
come a little later this time.

We wish you

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A

HAPPY, HEALTHY and

PEACEFUL NEW YEAR 2023!

(This was my selfmade Christmas tree in hospital 2021).

We thank our hosts for their generous hospitality and all of you for your friendship, emails, good wishes and all the goodwill we received. We hope to meet you again
next year or at least hear from you once in a while.

With our best regards

Elke & Werner

All photographs, if not mentioned otherwise, made by Elke Stumpe © - The pictures of the volcano and some flags are from Wikipedia. All links open in a new tab. Open
them with ctrl and left click and you stay on the already open page.


